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Behavior Change is 
Hard

Erin Aguilar, MA

Behavior Support Specialist

Building Mindsets, Skills, and Solutions

Why is behavior change hard?

Shifting Our Mindsets Around Behavior

Supporting Educators’ Skills

Effective Solutions to Challenges

Introducing…
• Think of your worst 

trait/characteristic.
• Ex: I am NEVER on time!

• Instead of using your name, 
introduce yourself to 3 
people around you as that 
trait (and allow them to do 
the same).

• Ex: Hello, I am never on time. It’s 
nice to meet you.

Imagine your students knowing they already have a label and that’s what 
other people know them as. How will you remove those “name tags?”
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Why is behavior change 
hard?

Why is behavior change so hard?
• Behavior change is complicated and complex 

because it requires a person to disrupt a 
current habit while simultaneously fostering a 
new, possibly unfamiliar, set of actions. 

This process takes time –
usually longer than we prefer.

Who knows a “Johnny?”

He 
talks 
a lot 

in 
class.

He 
gets a 
prize 
when 

he 
does 
not.

Some 
days it 
works. 
Some 
days it 

doesn’t.
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True Behavior Modification is a Slow Process

• “True Behavior Change” = adopting a behavior pattern that is 
no longer reliant on external motivation and lasts for an 
extended period of time.

• We feel like Johnny has “learned” the correct behavior of not interrupting 
when we see him generalize it with the absence of prizes or punishments.

True Behavior Modification is a Slow Process

Think about behaviors we often try to change in ourselves.
• Overeating
• Not exercising
• Overreaction
• Being more organized

How do we 
make lasting 

change?

Shifting Our Mindsets Around 
Behavior
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Let’s be real…
What is our first instinct when challenging behavior occurs?

What support do we wish for? 

Do we begin to take it personal? 

Do we begin to view the student differently? 

Do we lose hope for the future of that student? 

Do we become a bit jaded? 

Do we become deficit focused? 

Do we look for labels to put on them? 

“Because we, as the adult teachers, cannot leave 
the situation, the logical solution seems to be to 

make the student leave so that we’re able to 
return to our own level of regulation. Because 

we need to be in a regulated state to do our jobs, 

-Fostering Resilient Learners

we do not take lightly to those students who 
triggers us or threaten our sense of control over 

the classroom.”

Behavior can be 
influenced by 

US.
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Challenging behavior is personal.
It looks and feels different for everyone.

It’s not the same for everyone.

All adults feel challenged 
by a child’s behavior at 

some point.

It’s how they respond 
that matters. 

“Kids are so different…”

“Back in my day…”
Annual Report to Congress on the 

Implementation of the Individuals with 
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)

Students with EBDStudents ServedYear

8.1%5,867,234
Ages 6 – 21 

25th Annual Report
2003

4.8%6,611,306
Ages 6 – 21 

45th Annual Report
2023

This is not a new issue. 
A higher percentage of less students served had 
services for an emotional/behavioral disability.
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“Kids just don’t care…”

Where, when & how do 
those “I don’t care” 

attitudes begin?

“Parents should…”

“Kids don’t know how to 
communicate…”

What they do well…
Texting
Email

Social Media

What they may need taught…
Talking to Adults 

Making phone calls
Ordering at a fast-food restaurant
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“I’m not a special ed teacher…”

“Why reward 
for things they 
should 
already be 
doing?”

Teaches 
students 
what is 

expected 
of them 

Makes 
appropriate 

behavior more 
likely to occur

Builds 
positive 
student/ 
teacher 
relation-

ships 

Increases internal 
motivation in un-

motivated 
students
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Concepts to Understand to Effectively Intervene

Misbehavior is a 
symptom.

Behavior is 
communication.

Behavior has 
function.

Behavior occurs 
in patterns.

Behavior can be 
changed.

Supporting Educators' Skills

Misbehavior is a symptom.
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What are things that 
STRESS you? 

Stressors

Hunger Negative Feelings Fatigue Too much noise Social interactions

Group activities Tests Hormones Disrupted routine Dietary issues

Excessive visual 
stimuli

Being asked to do 
something you 

don’t want to do

Risk to your health 
or reputation

Not understanding 
how to do 
something

Crowds

Less structured 
activities New situations Illness

What are your 
signs of 
stress? 
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Signs of Stress

Irritability Fatigue / Insomnia Craving junk food and/or 
screens

Difficulty 
Concentrating/Focusing Anger

Aggression Fearfulness Blaming Jumpy Zoned out

Cynicism / Sarcasm Impulsivity Whining Excessive talking Silliness

Withdrawal Sweating Speeding heartbeat Shallow breathing Stomach aches / Head 
aches

Do you think it’s possible that this 
happens to your students, too? 

Window of Stress Tolerance

Baseline levels of stress for Student 1 & Student 2. Window of stress tolerance for Student 1 & Student 2.

BREAKING POINT

Forbes, 2012. Help for Billy.
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Behavior can be stress 
behavior or misbehavior. 
These can look the same on 
the outside, but from the 
inside, they communicate 
very different messages.  

Behavior is 
Communication. 

ZA5

PROBLEM BEHAVIOR

sensory attention

adult peer

tangible activity

To get / obtain To get out of or 
escape

Behavior has function.
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Children often engage in 
challenging behavior when 

they don’t have social 
emotional or language 
skills to engage in more 
appropriate behavior.

Children engage in 
challenging behavior 

because “it works” for 
them.

ALL BEHAVIOR serves a function for that child.

The Performance

Setting the Stage 

The Result

FUNCTIONConsequenceBehaviorAntecedent

To get
SensoryCool off.Begin sweating.

Fanning yourself.
The AC stops working in 

the room.

To get
Tangible

Johnny gives Billy his 
yogurt.

Billy bangs his fists on the 
table and yells “I want 

that!”

At lunch, Billy sees that 
Johnny has a yogurt.

To escape
Attention

Susie gets sent to the 
office.Susie punches Johnny.

Susie spells a word 
incorrectly and Johnny 

laughs at her.

To escape 
Activity

Teacher fills out an 
Office Discipline Referral 

and sends Billy to the 
office.

Billy tells the teacher to 
leave him alone and 

throws the paper on the 
floor.

Teacher tells Billy to pick 
up his backpack and 
begin working on the 

bellringer.
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Behavior occurs in patterns.
• Let me tell you about a “Johnny” I had.

Behavior can be changed.

Effective Solutions to 
Challenges
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Be FAIR.

•Functional hypothesis
•Accommodations
• Interaction strategies
•Response strategies

Be FAIR.

•Functional hypothesis
• Take a step back.
• Be curious.
• What are the antecedents?

• You can intervene.

Example: Academics are challenging. Johnny usually gets disruptive.

Be FAIR.

•Accommodations
• Control the environment.

Example: Ask for 10 minutes of work.
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Be FAIR.

• Interaction strategies
• Teach replacement behaviors.

Example: Asking for a break when you’re frustrated or overwhelmed.

Be FAIR.

•Response strategies
• Reinforce the behavior you want.

Example: After 10 minutes, reinforce them. Over time you can build stamina.

Being FAIR
• Teaching underdeveloped skills 

eventually eliminates the need for 
replacement behavior.

• When prevention goes awry (because 
it will), remember to reinforce the 
desired behavior and avoid 
accidentally reinforcing the undesired 
behavior.
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Key Takeaways

We are all 
doing the 

best we can 
with the skills 

we have.

The key to 
behavior 
change is 

thinking skill 
not will.

Skills can be 
built so we 

are all 
changeable.

We are all doing the best we can with the skills we have.

The key to behavior change is thinking skill not will.
• Push skills before motivation.
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Skills can be built so we are all changeable.
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Evaluations

Erin Aguilar, MA

North Region Behavior Support Specialist

day137@marshall.edu

Scan me!
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